
REX: a forbidden romance

Author: Saskia Walker

Rex Carruthers can have any woman he wants, but he wants only one -- his stepsister, Carmen Shelby. Their desire was once forbidden, and Rex walked away

from his heritage as a result. Now, the reading of a will brings them back together, and Rex has something Carmen wants – his birthright, the stately home,

Burlington Manor.

Carmen Shelby is haunted by her desire for her stepbrother, Rex -- a dangerous, masterful player, the man who broke her heart. Then Rex makes an outrageous

suggestion -- he will give her the Burlington Manor Estate, in exchange for the affair they were denied.

To resolve the desire that haunts her, Carmen must risk her fragile heart and explore a new, submissive sexuality with Rex, a natural Dom. But while they thrash

out their mutual passions, Carmen and Rex discover family secrets threaten and surround them. Carmen learns Rex is her true Master, but can he control the

powerful forces that both drew them together – and threaten to tear them apart.

Please note: This book was previously published with a different cover under the title The Burlington Manor Affair. This book has been substantially revised.

Sugar Daddies

Author: Jade West

A sugar daddy website doesn’t seem a sound basis for an A1 life plan, but I’m a small town girl with big dreams, and there’s this one advert, this one crazy advert

I can’t stop thinking about…

Two hot guys seeking their Little Miss Right.

Someone who can entertain them, amuse them, fit in with their corporate schedule.

And sex. They want sex.

Lots of sex.

Bonus, right? One major dose of epic win.

Of course, guys like Carl and Rick have their conditions. One being that they come together, or not at all.

Hell, I can live with that.

And there are no skeletons in their designer closet, none that I can find.

Just two hot sugar daddies, with particular tastes, nothing to worry about.

Until Carl and Rick spill the big one, the one that sends the girls running. A whole string of them before me, running to the hills without so much as a backward

glance.

Maybe I should run, too. Thanks but no thanks, see you around, guys, nice knowing you.

But I’m already in way too deep for that.

Warning – as with every other Jade West book, reader discretion is highly advised. This novel contains vivid depictions of MMF / MM relationships, and Jade’s

characters, as always, have very filthy mouths. Mature readers only, please.

Neon Gods: A Scorchingly Hot Modern Retelling of Hades and Persephone (Dark Olympus Book 1)

Author: Katee Robert

He was supposed to be a myth.

But from the moment I crossed the River Styx and fell under his dark spell...he was, quite simply, mine.

*A scorchingly hot modern retelling of Hades and Persephone that's as sinful as it is sweet.*

Society darling Persephone Dimitriou plans to flee the ultra-modern city of Olympus and start over far from the backstabbing politics of the Thirteen Houses. But

all that's ripped away when her mother ambushes her with an engagement to Zeus, the dangerous power behind their glittering city's dark facade.

With no options left, Persephone flees to the forbidden undercity and makes a devil's bargain with a man she once believed a myth...a man who awakens her to a

world she never knew existed.

Hades has spent his life in the shadows, and he has no intention of stepping into the light. But when he finds that Persephone can offer a little slice of the revenge

he's spent years craving, it's all the excuse he needs to help her—for a price. Yet every breathless night spent tangled together has given Hades a taste for

Persephone, and he'll go to war with Olympus itself to keep her close...

"Deliciously inventive...Red-hot."—Publishers Weekly STARRED

"I get shivers just thinking of their interactions. SHIVERS."—Mimi Koehler for The Nerd Dailey



Thirsty (Black Wolf Pack Book 1)

Author: Jenika Snow

We were a close-knit community of wolf shifters, and finding your fated mate was a rare gift. So when it happened to me, I knew I’d fight to the death to claim her

as mine.

But she was the Alpha’s daughter.

Off-limits to everyone, especially me, the Beta of the pack. The Alpha’s second-in-command.

Mia was the one female who had been born to be mine and mine alone. There would never be another for me. There never had been anyone for me. And when I

finally gave myself over to a woman, when I kissed a female for the first time, touched her, I’d give that honor to my mate only.

And the way Mia looked at me, the innocence that poured off of her but mingled with her bone-deep desire told me my mate was ready to take things to the next

level. She was ready to let me claim her… mark her.

But there was one massive obstacle stopping me from making my dreams a reality, from making my fated mate mine. And that was her father finding out and

trying to stop me.

He had his own heartache in the past, and because of that, he held Mia very close, was very protective of her. He wouldn’t give her up without a fight.

And when the truth was finally revealed, there was only male who had the strength and power to challenge the Alpha… and that was me.

Knotted Complete Series Boxset: Paranormal Romance. Books 1 - 6 (Knotted Series)

Author: Laxmi Hariharan

"One hell of a primal read!" -- USA Today bestselling author Lee Savino

SIX books

TWO growly, possessive males

The complete Knotted Series

Perfectly broken. Perfectly gorgeous. Perfect to ruin...

Lucy came to assassinate me,

now I must punish her

I’ve come too far.

Plotted too long.

Lost too much,

to let one woman sweep in and upset all my plans.

She thinks she can redeem me... Not

I plan to live up to my reputation as a monster,

who breaks everything that comes his way.

Starting with her...

This set features Zeus and Lucy's story as well as Kayden and Chloe's story.

***Dystopian paranormal romance.

Inside the pages: No cheating. Two snarly, tattooed, males who will do anything to claim their fated mates. 1-Click NOW

"An adrenaline rush of a book loved it!!" -- USA Today bestselling author Rebecca Rivard

Scars (The Triad Series Book 1)

Author: Dana Isaly

My family hired someone to kill me. 

One day I was the sole inheritor of my family’s fortune. 

The next I was diving out my bedroom window, leaving everything behind. 

 

I’ve been hiding for years, successfully outrunning my demons. 

I was getting by, making a life of my own.



Until the Triad came for me. 

 

Dangerous. Wealthy. Corrupt. 

The Triad run this city. 

And they think I’m the key to getting my family out of their way. 

 

The plan is to exchange me for a truce. 

But if I go back, I’m as good as dead. 

Convincing them to keep me is my only chance of survival. 

 

They have no clue just how valuable I can be. 

I am so much more than they bargained for.

Grey: Fifty Shades of Grey as Told by Christian (Fifty Shades as Told by Christian Book 1)

Author: E L James

**Pre-order FREED, 'Fifty Shades Freed' as told by Christian**

In Christian's own words, and through his thoughts, reflections, and dreams, E L James offers a fresh perspective on the love story that has enthralled hundreds

of millions of readers around the world.

CHRISTIAN GREY exercises control in all things; his world is neat, disciplined, and utterly empty - until the day that Anastasia Steele falls into his office, in a

tangle of shapely limbs and tumbling brown hair. He tries to forget her, but instead is swept up in a storm of emotion he cannot comprehend and cannot resist.

Unlike any woman he has known before, shy, unworldly Ana seems to see right through him - past the business prodigy and the penthouse lifestyle to Christian's

cold, wounded heart.

Will being with Ana dispel the horrors of his childhood that haunt Christian every night? Or will his dark sexual desires, his compulsion to control, and the

self-loathing that fills his soul drive this girl away and destroy the fragile hope she offers him?

Knocked Up by the Rock Star: A Brother's Best Friend Rockstar Romance

Author: Penelope Wylde

His music feeds her soul, but his hands and lips claim everything else.

Being a rock star I'm promised pretty much everything I want—money, mansions, and luxurious cars.

But having my best friend's little sister move in with me…no thank you. It's bad enough I think she's gorgeous, talented and rocks the sweetest paid of killer legs.

Put her under the same roof and what comes next is only inevitable. I'll claim her in every way a man can take a woman.

My dark secret? I crave to know the taste of her lips on mine, the feel of her silky skin under my touch.

She whispers her tight little virgin body is hungry. And now that she lives under my roof, her breathy moans and sweet sighs are proving hard to resist. So I don't.

But my temptress is hiding a secret. One that might keep us apart forever. I need her to trust me, but how do I show her I'm more than my stage persona and that

I'm ready for what comes after the moment she steals this rock star's heart?

Author's Naughty Note: Scorching hot, smutty and so so steamy! Grab yourself a cool one because it's about to get hot!

A Lady of Rooksgrave Manor (Tempting Monsters Book 1)

Author: Kathryn Moon

On the brink of losing her position as a maid and with no prospects to go on, the offer of a place at Rooksgrave Manor—a house of ill and unusual

repute—sounds like a perfect fit for a young woman with Esther’s inclinations. Even better, the invitation comes by the hand of the handsome Dr. Underwood, a

delicate gentleman with a ferocious alter ego who knows exactly what he wants from Esther.

Upon arrival, the men and the daily decadence of the manor feel too good to be true for a girl of Esther’s station. There are rules to be followed, expectations to

meet, and Esther is afraid she might be too wicked even for a place like Rooksgrave.

Temptations lurk around every shadowy corner and Esther has never been a girl able to resist. But the risk of disappointing her new gentlemen isn’t all that’s

threatening Esther’s new position. Rooksgrave Manor’s protections for its unusual patrons are failing, the wards are crumbling, and Esther’s new and exquisitely

pleasurable life may all come tumbling down.



Absolution: A Dark Romance Novel

Author: Stevie J. Cole

Raised by criminals, I was molded to fit into a world without morals. And I had never cared about anything until the night I watched a man drop dead at the feet of

my little killer. Everything inside me demanded that I take her, possess her—own her. She called to my depravity, and I called to hers.

People like us are monsters, and we shouldn't be worthy of love. But obsession? Now, that's another story...

Multi-Orgasmic Vol 2: A Collection of Erotic Short Stories

Author: Lucy Felthouse

If you're a fan of erotic short stories, then get your hands on this collection from the pen of award-winning erotica author Lucy Felthouse.

From famous movie stars to sexy farmers, holiday flings to seducing delivery drivers, and even unusual household items being used as bondage, this book has

variety galore. It’s sure to get you hot under the collar and eager to turn just one more page.

Enjoy nineteen titillating tales, over 54,000 words of naughtiness packed into one steamy read.

Please note: Many of the stories in this book have been previously published in anthologies, as standalones, and online, but three are brand new and never seen

before!

Lola & the Millionaires: Part Two

Author: Kathryn Moon

Lola is being hunted by her past, stalked with every step she takes. Sheltered with the pack of her dreams, at first it seems like the hardest challenge isn’t even

staying safe from Indy. Tensions at work are at a tipping point and after taking the role of management’s spy, Lola’s in the crossfire if anything goes wrong.

As romances between Lola and the pack members are developing left and right, the woman who swore she wanted nothing to do with alpha is turning to them

like a bloom to the sun. If only it weren’t just one monstrous alpha that twisted her own thoughts. Lola is quickly realizing that her worst enemy is herself, and it’s

like walking the tightrope to find a balance with the pack that gives her strength rather than sends her toppling to the ground.

But Indy won’t be ignored. One way or another, he’s determined to get his hands on her again. Lola needs more than a pack to shield her. She needs to be ready

to fight.

Daddy's Angel (Forbidden Reads Book 1)

Author: K.A Knight

I never wanted to need him.

But when my boyfriend cheats on me, I decide to get a little revenge...by sleeping with his father.

Tyler, Mr. Phillips. The silver fox that fills my fantasies and has been off limits… until now. Our one night together turns into more than we could have ever

imagined, but when real life explodes into our torrid romance can we handle what it brings?

Hearts are broken, lives are ruined, but if we can survive the world pulling us apart, we just might have a chance at a happily ever after.

Buckle up daddy, I’m about to be your angel.

Screw you Justin, your dad does it better.

*This book contains dark elements which some readers may find triggering. All characters in this story are over eighteen and all sexual interactions are fully

consensual.*

Bedtime with Daddy — Seduced Forbidden & Explicit Taboo Erotic Sex Short Hot Stories Box Set Bundle

Author: Alyssa Herman



150 stories of mouth-watering, filthy erotica... tons of taboo encounters, loads of, well loads... come and get your fill (these fertile women sure will be)!!

Enjoy a collection of immorally delicious Erotica Stories of love and lust – from the very beginning to the last word.

The Virgin and the Beast: a Dark Beauty and the Beast Tale (Stud Ranch Standalone Book 1)

Author: Stasia Black

They say good things come to those who wait.

Bullsh*%!

My whole life has been about waiting. Playing it safe. Be the good girl, don’t color outside the lines. Put in the hard work trying to prove myself to Dad, then to my

college professors, then to my boss at New World Media. Just waiting for the day when it will all pay off.

And right when it was all starting to—I finally had the house, the job, I was even thinking about getting a cat—boom!—my life explodes and suddenly now I’m here

and—

“All done,” the doctor interrupts my thoughts, pulling off her gloves with a loud snap.

Even from the bed where I’m lying, my legs spread like the Thanksgiving turkey, I can hear the impatient growl of the man standing in the doorway. If you can

even call him a man. More like a beast out of a friggin’ fairytale. “Well?”

Her pronouncement echoes throughout the room while the speculum is still inside me. “She’s a virgin.”

Intended for mature audience. Steamy romance with dark themes.

INTERVIEW WITH THE AUTHOR:

Q – Where did you get the idea for this book?

A – Who doesn’t love a Beauty and the Beast story? I’ve been in love with this fairytale since I was a kid and read all sorts of different variations on it. Now that

I’m grown up, well, I couldn’t help but imagining some darker twists and turns the story could take. A tortured hero, kidnap, and a girl falling for her captor—hello,

this is the stuff dark romance is made of!

Q – Why should I read this book?

A – I write the kind of books I love to read, which is dark romantic erotica. I want stories that steam things up in the bedroom but not if those scenes don’t go hand

in hand with three-dimensional characters, can’t-stop-flipping-the-pages suspense, and quality writing. I like alpha males, (doesn’t hurt if they happen to be

billionaires)!, bad boys, BDSM, contemporary, urban settings, and fiction where women can be strong while also exploring all sides of their sexuality. My favorite

books are ones that dare to go into the darkest and most taboo places in the human psychological experience, leaving you wrung out on the other end.

Priceless: A Dark College Romance

Author: Miranda Silver

Are you afraid of the dark, Christina? I don't need the lights on to read you like a book. 

 

The first time I meet the wolf’s cold eyes, we’re at a college party. 

 

Maybe you like the dark more than you think. 

 

I just quit the cheer squad. I’m about to dump my musician boyfriend. I’m partying harder than ever. I let money run through my fingers because I’m done 

reaching for standards I’ll never meet. 

 

Soon, I’m broke. And I don’t want anyone to know. 

 

The more you hide your true self, the more you’re going to let it out with me. 

 

I'm bubbly and outgoing. He's icy and alone. I stay away. I touch myself, thinking of him. 

 

When I finally seek out Patrick Caruthers, he has a proposition. 

 

Mind games. Humiliation. Control. Schedules. Him. Me. 

 

I think you’re going to be the perfect playmate. 



I'm not perfect. I'm not stunning or noble. I’m not a heroine. 

 

You’re priceless. 

 

I'm just a girl . . . 

 

You were made for me. 

 

And he’s a cold bastard 

 

Who is paying me for sex.

The Voyeur Series Books 1 - 4: A La Petite Mort Club steamy, romance series

Author: Ellis O. Day

When Patrick stumbles across a cute maid watching a couple have sex at La Petite Mort Club he can’t believe his luck. She’s sexy, curvy, and kinky. Just his type

of lady.

Until he discovers that she’s his best friend’s little sister which puts her firmly in the “hands-off” department.

Sparks fly and passions explode when Patrick is put in charge of the Club and ordered to keep Annie out of trouble. How can he do that when every time he turns

around, she’s watching another scene at the Club and every cell in his body is dying to show her that playing is much more fun than watching?

This is a HEA standalone series meant for eighteen and up.

Under The Greek's Protection (The Greek Mafia Series Book 2)

Author: Sonja B.

Crazy Loves Crazy

Slowly sitting up, Hailey looks down at Alistair’s handsome face. He seems so normal in his sleep. Just looking at him in this state, no one would ever guess an

insane teddy bear hid behind those eyelids. Reaching for the pillow to the side of her, Hailey takes it in her hands, then presses it upon his face, using all of her

weight. It takes a few seconds, but Alistair begins to stir, kicking the covers off of himself. Try as she might, Hailey’s not strong enough to hold it on him. Alistair

snatches the pillow from her hands, then throws it to the foot of the bed.

“Woman what the hell is wrong with you,” he barks, breathing heavily. “Were you seriously trying to kill me?” Alistair glares at Hailey, rubbing his nose.

“Kill you, no. Make you suffer because I can’t sleep, then yes,” Hailey states, irritated.

Alistair squints his eyes at her. “So, because I can sleep and you can’t, you try to smother me? And they say I’m the crazy one.”

Pretty Lies (Watch Me Burn Book 1)

Author: R.E. Bond

My dad’s an asshole. Plain and simple. 

He’s made it obvious that I can only ever rely on myself. 

Until I meet them. 

 

Caden, Tyler, Jensen, and Lukas. 

My new stepbrother and his best friends have suddenly become my everything. 

Until they aren’t. 

 

They think they can break me, but they’re dead wrong. 

They wouldn’t have bet on me having someone else on my side, or in my bed. 

These rich boys haven’t seen anything yet. 

 

Their pretty lies are nothing compared to what’s coming though, and I’m going to need them to anchor me when I finally break. 

 

Death is coming to those who deserve it, and I don’t care if I lose myself in the process. 

Did I mention the local street crew being on my side?



No one will ever see me coming. 

 

My name’s Rory Donovan, and I’m about to paint the walls red. 

 

 

*Pretty Lies is a 75k word dark romance reverse harem novel. This is the first book in the series and it must be read in order. The first four books are Rory's, and

the harem grows over those books, so other guys will be added as the story goes. It contain abuse and rape content, and the series will have m/m. If you are

triggered by sensitive content, this series is not for you.

Knocked Up by the Best Friend

Author: Mayra Statham

She’s my best friend and the woman of every fantasy I have ever had since I laid eyes on her. She’s the one for me. And she is completely clueless about my

feelings for her.

Until one passionate night blurs our boundaries and she becomes mine.

Yet she acts like nothing happened.

They say friendship is the best foundation for a solid relationship. And we have that in spades. I just have to convince her of that.

Come on and dive into this friends-to-lovers romance where a toe-curling happily ever after is more than guaranteed!

Explicit Erotica Short Sex Stories: Wonderfull Romantic Erotic Collection,Taboo Erotic Sex Short Stories for

Women.

Author: Alica Durack

Explicit Erotica Short Sex Stories

Wonderfull Romantic Erotic Collection,Taboo Erotic Sex Short Stories for Women.

Wicked Villain Shorts (Wicked Villains Book 7)

Author: Katee Robert

Return to the world of Carver City a series of check-ins with your favorite characters as they navigate their hard-earned happily-ever-afters and enjoy their lives

together.

Join Jasmine for her first winter solstice with Jafar. Attend the public scene that announces Hades and Meg’s relationship with Hercules. Play Seven Minutes in

Heaven with Isabelle, her men…and Aurora.

This book contains sixteen check-ins with various characters, previously available only to either newsletter subscribers or Patreon subscribers.

Bound By Hatred (Born in Blood Mafia Chronicles Book 3)

Author: Cora Reilly

When Gianna watched her sister Aria getting married to a man she barely knew, she promised herself she wouldn’t let the same thing happen to her.Matteo –

The Blade – Vitiello set his eyes on Gianna the moment he saw her on his brother Luca’s wedding, and Rocco Scuderi is more than willing to give his daughter to

him, but Gianna has no intention of marrying for any other reason than love. A few months before the wedding, Gianna escapes her bodyguards and runs away.

She has enough money to flee to Europe and begin a new life. But staying undetected when the mob is searching for her is a challenge that takes everything,

especially as one of their best hunters and assassins is after her: Matteo Vitiello.After six months on the run, Gianna finally settles into a tentative routine in

Munich, but then Matteo and a couple of her father’s soldiers find her with another man.Despite her pleads they kill her boyfriend, and Gianna is forced to marry

Matteo. Her emotions alternating between guilt over having dragged an innocent into her world and hatred toward Matteo, Gianna is determined to make life hell

for her husband. But Matteo is a master at mind games and their struggle for power soon turns into hate-fueled nights of passion.**Book #3 in the "Born in Blood

Mafia Chronicles". This book can be read as a standalone.**

Baby + the Late Night Howlers



Author: Kathryn Moon

Baby’s heat is coming…

After years of assuming she was a beta, discovering her omega designation in a biker bar surrounded by alphas isn’t exactly fulfilling any fantasies for Baby. She

only wanted to have a fun night, not get knotted, bitten, and bonded. Now Baby’s entire life is about to turn upside down.

With her heat on its way, she needs to find a pack, a nest, and alphas she can trust.

The Late Night Howlers have given up hope…

After years of waiting for an omega to choose them, this motorcycle club of alphas is ready to move on with their lives. Until one sweet woman takes a chance on

them.

A rundown bar and apartment building is no place to spoil a new omega but the Howlers are determined to do right by Baby when she needs them. All they have

to do is keep her satisfied while resisting the mouthwatering temptation to bite and bond her, permanently.

When a rival MC comes sniffing after Baby, her safety is put at risk and the Howlers may be torn apart forever.

Love At First Disaster (Love Comes First Book 5)

Author: Olivia T. Turner

What a crap day.

I lost my audition, my brothers ditched me, and now, I'm stuck in an elevator with a stranger.

Although, it's not all bad.

If I had to be stuck in here with someone, I'm glad it's him.

Jack Cavill.

Rich powerful CEO. The kind of man who takes what he wants.

And right now, he's looking at me like I'm the next mountain he wants to conquer.

Maybe I shouldn't be so eager to get out of this broken elevator.

This might be just what I need...

Someone tell the fire department this was a false alarm.

Because even though this elevator isn't moving, things are about to go down...

It only takes one disaster for Brooke Cline to fall in love with the obsessive alpha she's stuck with in this hot Over-The-Top romance. SAFE, no cheating, and a

sweet HEA that will have you grinning and blushing! Enjoy!

Bossed Around

Author: Jessa Kane

Held prisoner for years inside the walls of her reclusive uncle’s art gallery, Thea is lost when the man dies suddenly, leaving her to fend for herself. At least until a

Scottish giant arrives, scarred and mysterious, claiming it’s his job to professionally pack the paintings. Duncan makes Thea feel safe and free for the first time in

her life, encouraging her to enact the fantasies she’s always kept hidden. Locked away. Their scorching bond grows, one delicious encounter at a time. But what

if the man who has claimed her heart…isn’t who he claims to be?

Knocked Up by the Russian: An Accidental Pregnancy Romance

Author: Lena Lucas

Ivan had been a foreign exchange student who’d stayed with us three years ago. And I'd instantly been attracted to him. That innocent desire had changed and 

shifted to something deeper, more meaningful… more obscene. 

 

Now three years later, I am wildly in love with him. And when I find myself alone with him, and after consuming one too many drinks, I throw caution to the wind 

and just give in to my feelings. But I get the shock of my life when Ivan is all about reciprocating… in every single filthy way. 

 

But this isn’t just a one-night fling, apparently, because Ivan refuses to let me go. I’m his, and that’s fine by me. 

 

And when I find myself pregnant by my big, burly Russian, I’m afraid things will deteriorate by the sudden reality of our future. 

 

When I reveal the biggest surprise we will probably ever have, will Ivan back out, or will he be ready for the biggest ride of our lives?



 

Lena's note: I know you like them fast and right to the point so don’t worry, this one gives you all the goods with Double V goodness, a hero with a delicious

Russian accent, and all the romantic filth to whet your appetite! Enjoy this good old-fashioned safe smut-fest.

Terror's Temptress: Forbidden fruit, an MC Princess (Dublin Falls' Archangel's Warriors MC Book 1)

Author: Ciara St. James

Terror:

His name and person strike fear into the hearts of men.

He’s the ultra-alpha leader of the Dublin Falls Archangel’s Warriors MC.

He’s living the ultimate biker’s dream.

He’s content until he sees her.

All it took was one look, and he’ll do whatever it takes to have her.

Even go up against her father.

Or go to war with his club’s enemies and her secret one.

Harlow:

She’s the daughter of his charter chapter’s President, a club princess.

She’s forbidden fruit.

She’s sexy, deadly, tough, and beautiful.

She’s not looking for a man, especially a biker.

She knows what they’re like, hit it and quit it artists.

She’s not about to become a conquest, not even for the one man

who makes her feel things she’s never felt.

But forces are out to tear them apart, permanently. Will Terror lose Harlow? Or will they together defeat their enemies and inner fears in order for her to become

Terror’s Temptress?

The Virgin Next Door: a Menage Romance (Stud Ranch Standalone Book 3)

Author: Stasia Black

A playboy, a tomboy, and an ex-con.

They couldn’t be more different.

The only place all those differences disappear?

The bedroom.

“Let’s go in,” Liam said, taking the hotel keycard Calla had been clutching. She looked confused until Liam eyed Mack and said, “All of us.”

Calla’s eyes widened and her mouth dropped open slightly. But when the door unlocked, she stepped inside and held it open wide.

In invitation.

F*ck him. Mack felt it in his chest and his balls—the wanting. She doesn’t know what she’s inviting in.

Liam stepped right over the threshold, but still, Mack hesitated. She deserves a million times better than either of you horny f*cks.

Mack was about to turn around and leave. He really was.

But then Calla reached over and took his hand. With her other, she reached out to Liam. When she started tugging them inside, Mack let himself be pulled

forward.

He didn’t know if he was heading into heaven or hell. But as the door closed behind him, Mack knew there was no other place he’d rather be.

Sacrificed to the Dragons: A Reverse Harem Dragon Shifter Romance

Author: Ren Hardwick

Spinster. Witch. Outcast. 

Every twelve years, a maiden must be sacrificed to the dragons in order to maintain a fragile peace with the monsters. Feared and ostracized by her village for 

her unnatural abilities, Sabine is the obvious choice when the dragons demand their next sacrifice. But instead of the brutal death she’s expecting, Sabine 

discovers there’s a reason the dragons’ sacrifices are called brides.



 

A warrior. A scholar. A ruler. 

An ancient curse has kept them trapped in the bodies of monsters. When an unassuming little witch is given to them, everything changes. Her magick, her spirit,

and the pleasure of her body calls them back to the men they once were. As they teach their lovely sacrifice everything they know about pleasure, the curse

begins to unravel. 

 

A willing sacrifice. 

But, breaking the curse will take more than just Sabine’s surrender. The dragons may have claimed her body, but she’s going to take their hearts.

—

Content warning: Sacrificed to the Dragons is a reverse harem romance which includes MMF, MF, and MM sexual content with D/s elements.

Note: Sacrificed to the Dragons is the first book in a two-part series. Book 1 ends "happily for now" while the series will end with a "happily ever after."

Hefty

Author: Jessa Kane

It’s a pathetic tale as old as time. Zach, the hefty offensive lineman for Juniper High School’s football team is in love with the beautiful head cheerleader. Jill is

completely out of his league, there’s no way she could ever want him back…oh, and she’s his sister’s best friend. But one magical night in the back row of the bus

changes everything when Jill asks Zach to help her explore a budding need for intimacy…and he’s the only one she trusts enough to help. What else is a big man

to do when the incredible girl he’s loved since childhood offers her lips…and so much more? But is winning Jill’s love really so far fetched? Or has Zach had it all

along…

Weekend Fling: A Steamy Small-Town Romance (A Jetty Beach Romance Book 5)

Author: Claire Kingsley

It’s just a fling. Or is it?

Juliet Blake shows up at my bar, dejected after her surprise girls’ weekend goes bad. So I do the usual—mix her a drink and listen to her troubles. I’m a

spontaneous guy, so I offer to help—spend the rest of the weekend with her so she’s not alone on her birthday.

I don’t expect her to end up in my bed, but when she does, it’s mind-blowing. And after a smoking hot weekend together, I realize I could use a little more Juliet in

my life.

See her again? Sure. But it’s still just a fling. I have my reasons. My heart can’t take more.

Sexy bartender Finn O’Conner thinks he has the solution to my troubles. Birthday weekend gone bad? Nothing a nice drink and some hot eye candy can’t solve.

And Finn is all kinds of hot.

Spending the weekend with him is impulsive—so unlike me. But throwing off my planner tendencies feels amazing—as does Finn.

I’m not supposed to fall for him. He doesn’t believe in forever. But as our weekend fling turns into a whirlwind romance, my heart will never be the same.

Weekend Fling was previously titled Could Be Forever

365 Days

Author: Blanka Lipinska

Now a hit Netflix film! 

 

The sexy and deeply romantic internationally bestselling novel that inspired the blockbuster movie. 

 

Laura Biel and her boyfriend are on a dream vacation in beautiful Sicily. On the second day of their trip, her twenty-ninth birthday, she is kidnapped. Her 

kidnapper is none other than the head of a powerful Sicilian crime family, the incredibly handsome, young Don Massimo Torricelli, who is determined to possess 

her at all costs. Massimo has his reasons. During an earlier attempt on his life, a vision appeared before his eyes: a beautiful woman, identical to Laura. After 

surviving the attack, he vows that he will find the woman in his vision and make her his own. No matter what. 

 

For 365 days, Massimo will keep Laura captive in his palatial estate and attempt to win her heart. If she doesn’t fall in love with him during this time, he will let her 

go. But if she tries to escape at any point, he will track her down and kill her entire family.



 

Soon Laura develops a fascination with her handsome and powerful captor. But as a precarious, risky relationship forms between them, forces outside their

control threaten to tear them apart...

Big Bad Wolf (The Lycans, 1)

Author: Jenika Snow

*A top 50 Amazon bestseller.*

I wasn’t human, not completely.

A Lycan—a centuries-old wolf-like creature that was feared by all, stronger than anything on the planet, and who was only ever after one thing. My mate.

For over three hundred years, I had one purpose in life. Find her, the one female born to be mine. My female who’d cause the Linking Instinct—that supernatural

connection that told me she was mine and I hers—to finally take root and make me whole.

And for hundreds of years, I’d been alone, saving myself for my mate, never stopping the search.

Until I scented her, saw her, finally felt my heart beat and the blood rush through my veins with hope and anticipation.

Mine.

She didn’t see me, but she sensed me.

And she ran. She couldn’t possibly know how much the chase turned me on.

I didn’t know how I’d make her understand I could never let her go, that nothing and no one would stop me from making her mine.

Because once a Lycan found his mate… nothing in this world, nothing supernatural or human, could keep him from her.

Finding Zen: A Steamy Rockstar Romance (Shadow Phoenix Book 1)

Author: Heather Ashley

Rock bottom shouldn’t be this fun.

Anxious bookstore owner Kennedy Adams has no clue the sexy man on her doorstep is a rock star until it’s already too late.

Before she can blink, Kennedy finds herself swarmed by aggressive paparazzi and being dragged into a world of crazed fans and dirty little secrets.

Zen Taylor had it all: Shadow Phoenix—the hottest rock band in the world, more money than he could’ve ever imagined, and a new girl in his bed every night.

Not bad for a nobody from the wrong side of the tracks.

But Shadow Phoenix has lost its spark and the lead singer hasn’t felt anything in years. 

Now he’s on the brink of losing it all—over one stupid mistake and a string of bad decisions.

The label’s forcing him into hiding, except he wasn’t made to be anywhere but in the spotlight. To fix what’s broken, he’ll have to play by the rules—and a new

relationship with the gorgeous girl next door might be just the redemption he needs...

Finding Zen, book 1 in the Shadow Phoenix series, is a 130,000+ word steamy, bad boy contemporary romance featuring a sweet, slightly nerdy

heroine and the rockstar of her dreams. Download today and let the binge reading begin.

Soul Eater: M/M Fantasy Romance (Monstrous Book 1)

Author: Lily Mayne

Twenty years ago, monsters rose on earth and began a new age of civilization. 

 

 

 

One where humans live in military-controlled, cramped and dirty cities along the coasts, and the majority of the United States is known as the Wastes. A lawless,



desolate and dangerous place, teeming with monsters that have claimed the land for their own. 

 

 

 

Including Wyn the Soul Eater. 

 

 

 

He appears every three years, making his way across the country and slaughtering humans randomly, sucking them dry until they’re nothing but husks. 

 

 

 

I’ve only been in the military for six months, but now I’m part of a unit tasked with trying to stop and capture him. And when I’m the only soldier out of hundreds

that the Soul Eater leaves alive, I realise that… something about me has intrigued him. 

 

 

 

But what is it? What could a twenty-three year old guy from the south, with no one and nothing in the world, have possibly done to capture the attention of a death

monster with horns, blackened fingertips and a face hidden in the dark depths of his hood? 

 

 

 

Soul Eater is the debut novel of Lily Mayne. It is the first in a planned post-apocalyptic fantasy series featuring monsters and human men falling in love.

Warning: This m/m love story contains explicit content and is not suitable for young readers. There are also graphic depictions of torture and violence.

Var (The Omega Collective Book 1)

Author: Mina Carter

She’d do anything to find her daughter - even make a bargain with a beast.

Leia wants nothing to do with the aliens who invaded Earth. They’re powerful, dangerous creatures who are a threat to every surviving human, especially women

like her.

When alien raiders take her daughter, she’s left with only one chance to see her again. Find one of the aliens and offer him a deal.

She never expected the beast she found would be the new Overseer’s personal bodyguard. And she never imagined what would happen when she agreed to be

claimed by an alien warrior named Var...

He came to this planet as a conqueror - only to find a female who brought him to his knees.

Var’s orders were simple. Deal with a rogue warrior and protect the inhabitants of a human village. Then she ran into view...

Leia isn’t like any female he’s ever seen. She defies and confounds him, but there’s no mistaking what she is… his.

This series contains hot, growly aliens on a mission to find their mates - and a group of women determined to free their planet... and themselves.

Her Soul to Take (Souls Trilogy)

Author: Harley Laroux

Leon 

I earned my reputation among magicians for a reason: one wrong move and you're dead. Killer, they called me, and killing is what I'm best at. 

Except her. 

The one I was supposed to take, the one I should have killed - I didn't. 

The cult that once controlled me wants her, and I'm not about to lose my new toy to them. 

 

 

Rae 

I've always believed in the supernatural. Hunting for ghosts is my passion, but summoning a demon was never part of the plan. Monsters are roaming the woods, 

and something ancient - something evil - is waking up and calling my name. 

I don't know who I can trust, or how deep this darkness goes. 

All I know is my one shot at survival is the demon stalking me, and he doesn't just want my body - he wants my soul. 

 



Her Soul to Take is book 1 in the Souls Trilogy. Although all the books are interconnected, they are stand-alone and can be read in any order. 

 

 

Content Warning 

 

 

This book contains graphic sexual scenes, violence, kink/fetish content, horror elements, drug use, and depictions of hard kink/edgeplay. This book is strictly

fictional and is not meant to represent realistic expectations of BDSM or kink. 

 

 

Kinks/Fetishes Within: consensual non-consent (CNC), breathe play/choking, bloodplay, spit, needle play (body modification fetish), pain play, fear play, public

play, bondage, restraint, spanking/impact play. 

 

Igniting Their Hearts: Curvy Girl/MFM Romance (Men of Blackthorne Mountain Book 2)

Author: Cameron Hart

They’d walk through fire to save the woman who ignited their hearts.

Austin: I may have rescued Tasha from a fire, but I’m no hero. My best friend, Flynn, and I have been firefighters for years. We’ve saved dozens of people, but

no one quite like her.

I’m not sure why I sat by Tasha in the hospital until she woke up or why she gazed at me with something close to awe. If she knew my whole sordid tale, she’d

never look at me the same way again.

Flynn thinks Tasha is perfect for us, but I gave up hope of finding love years ago. I don’t deserve it, and certainly not from someone as pure as Tasha.

Flynn: She’s soft, sweet, innocent perfection. Tasha. My queen. Austin pulled her from the fire and placed her in my arms, exactly where she belongs.

Our girl is still recovering from the mysterious fire that broke out in her office. Things aren’t adding up, and we’ll get to the bottom of it. Austin and I will keep

Tasha safe no matter what. Then we’ll keep her, period.

Tasha: I woke up to not one, but two hulking firefighter mountain men by my hospital bed. At first, I thought I must have been dreaming, but then the pain of my

injuries sank in.

Flynn always has a grin on his handsome face as well as a joke to make me laugh. His sparkling blue eyes pull me in, drag me under, and drown me in their

warmth. And then there’s Austin. His dark eyes follow me wherever I go, watching, studying, protecting.

The longer I’m around these men, the deeper I fall under their spell. I can’t choose between them, and they tell me I don’t have to. Can our fragile relationship

survive threats both old and new?

What to expect from a Cameron Hart book: Lots of heat, plenty of sweet, and just enough drama to keep things interesting. No cheating, safe, guaranteed HEA!

Snow and the Seven Men: A Fairy Tale Reverse Harem Romance (Seven Ways to Sin Book 1)

Author: Nicole Casey

I never expected to fall in love.

And with not just one man…

But SEVEN filthy rich and hunky…drillers. At least that’s what they told me.

Sasha Snow

I was sent to Iceland on behalf of Mirror, Mirror Inc. as a scientist.

Unfortunately, my jealous and evil manager, Queenie was there with me, and she literally turned this magnificent journey into hell.

The only thing that made me feel better was Hunter Davis, my handsome co-worker, was gonna be there too.

But what I didn’t know, was that on this isolated island, there lived seven even stronger and sexier men.

Dan, Graham, Harry, Seth, Bash, Stevie and Jim.

Rough, rugged, and wild, their bodies were to die for and they were all ready to share.

The question was: was I ready to handle seven giant…um, drills?

Snow and the Seven Men is a reverse harem romance with a fairy tale twist, with seven protective alpha male. No cheating or cliffhangers, and a

Happily Ever After guaranteed.



Continuum

Author: Danielle Allen

Missed opportunities.

Chance encounters.

Instant connections.

Everything happens for a reason.

Life is made of little interconnected moments. Any one decision can completely change the trajectory of your life. Yet somehow, you’ll still end up exactly where

you’re supposed to be.

Or at least, that’s how it happened for Aisha Young.

Continuum: A Second-Chance Erotic Romance

Falling For The Villain

Author: M. Robinson

From Wall Street Journal & USA Today Bestselling Author M. Robinson & #1 NYT Bestselling Author Rachel Van Dyken comes a full length,

standalone dark romance novel.

“Play for me, Juliet…”

Those four words whispered in my ear again and again until I craved what I used to fear.

Such a simple demand from my captor—the man who stole me and refused to tell me why he wouldn’t let me go.

I was his.

He made me need him, just as much as he needed me.

I broke all the rules of the golden prison he put me in.  

During the day he ruled his dark, seedy world.

His subjects and me.

During the night—he bowed before my feet.  

Have you ever wondered what happened to the villains in all the fairy tales you read?

You’ll soon find out.

It all started when he kidnapped me and made me his pet.

And it all ended with me…

Calling him master.    

*This story is not for the faint of heart and may be uncomfortable for some readers. But, then again, stepping outside of your comfort zone may be exactly the

thing you need…

Care to play with us, readers?

Taboo: a 3 Book Dark Romance Boxset Collection

Author: Stasia Black

Three full-length novels of filthy, forbidden romance… 

 

The Virgin and the Beast 

Everything has its price, even virginity…and Xavier is willing to pay. 

 

Hurt So Good 

It’s the single most forbidden of female fantasies. Most are ashamed to speak it out loud, much less ask for it, and usually so is Miranda…until Dylan Lennox 

comes along. 



Daddy’s Sweet Girl 

Sarah gets a new step-father...and a new step-brother. Family ties have never been so twisted. 

 

Please note that these books are dark romances with intense scenes and include fantasies of dubious consent.

Raphael (Deadly Virtues Book One)

Author: Tillie Cole

They are the Fallen. A brotherhood of murderers whose nature compels them to kill. But guided by their leader, Gabriel, the Fallen have learned to use their urges

to rid the world of those it is better off without.For Raphael, sex and death are intertwined. Where there is one, there must be the other. He is a lust killer, luring

his victims with the face of an angel and a body built for sin. And Raphael lives to sin. His newest mission takes him into the sadistic underworld of Boston’s

secret sex clubs, and puts him face to face with his greatest fantasy made flesh.Maria is everything he’s ever dreamed of, the kill he’s always longed for. She’s

not his target. And he knows he must resist. But the temptation is too strong…Yet Raphael is not the only one with a mission. Maria is not quite what she seems.

And as her secrets and Raphael’s unravel, Maria begins to question everything she thought she knew—about evil, about the place she calls home, and about the

beautiful sinner she was sent to destroy.Dark Contemporary Romance. Contains sexual situations, violence, sensitive and taboo subjects, offensive language and

topics some may find triggering. Recommended for age 18 years and up.The Fallen: Genesis a prequel novella in The Deadly Virtues Series and MUST be read

before RAPHAEL (DV: book one).

Explicit Daddy Bdsm Menages: 3 Daddy Dom Little Girl Ddlg Age Gap Older Man Younger Woman Menage

Adult Erotica Stories

Author: NL Nights

Get this kinky collection of 3 naughty, dirty and explicit daddy dom little ddlg age gap stories guaranteed to keep your toes curled and your undies moist!!

They are Older, Bigger, Forceful and Naughty

They are Younger, Innocent, Undefiled, Fertile,Horny and Tighter

All they desire is to have their ‘Daddy’ fill their tiny holes with unimaginable pleasure

And all the ‘Daddies’ want is to fully satiate their Little Girl fantasies

Will the little brats survive the bigger and thicker men??

Bound By Temptation (Born in Blood Mafia Chronicles Book 4)

Author: Cora Reilly

Liliana Scuderi has been in love with Romero from the moment she first saw him. After her sisters were married off for tactical reasons, she hopes she might be

allowed to choose a husband for herself, but when her father promises her to a man more than twice her age that hope is crushed. No begging can make him

change his mind.

Romero has always ignored Lily’s flirting. Her age and status made her off-limits but even someone as dutiful as him has only so much control. Wanting her when

she’s supposed to marry another man could mean war between New York and the Chicago Outfit, and Romero has always put the Cosa Nostra first.

Lily suspects her sisters and Romero would risk everything for her, but is her happiness worth that much? Is love worth a war between the Cosa Nostra and the

Outfit?

Forced and Explicit Erotic Hottest Hardcore Sexy Stories for Adults Bundle Collection

Author: Carolyn Tucker

What's inside? Find out now!

A collection of stories so naughty, so sinful, so explicit!

Get a taste of the finest erotica now. Pick up your copy today.



Family Vacation - Kindle, Ebook, Taboo Hardcore Erotic Short Sex Stories Collection For Woman (Hot And

Naughty Erotic Stories Book 240)

Author: Lisa Malone

15 Naughty Stories for Adults

Try it and enjoy the best erotic stories.

Get your copy today!

Also, click on the author's name "Lisa Malone", and check out other books too.

Ruthless Surrender: An Enemies to Lovers Romance (The Surrender Series Book 1)

Author: Zoe Blake

I know her darkest secret and am just ruthless enough to use it against her.

Whether she likes it or not, I’m the only one who can help her, but I do nothing for free.

My price is her complete surrender.

She can hate me all she wants, as long as she pays with her body.

And if she tries to run?

That will just cost her more.

Dark, sexy and hot! Three words to sum up this book. If you love alpha men definitely a must read. - Sweet & Spicy Reads

Previously published as Fight Me.

Your Dad Will Do (A Touch of Taboo)

Author: Katee Robert

I’ve been harboring a dark secret for two long years. I’ve been fantasizing about my fiancé’s father, thinking filthy thoughts that a good daughter-in-law should not

be indulging in. So when I catch my fiancé cheating on me, there’s only one revenge that will fulfill all my needs.

I’m going to seduce his father. It’s dirty and it’s wrong, and I don’t care. I want him, so I mean to have him.

After this weekend, my ex won’t be the only one who calls his father Daddy.

Cute But Psycho: Paranormal Asylum Reverse Harem

Author: Beatrix Hollow

I'm certifiably insane. Just ask my amazing therapist. He's my soulmate and a vampiric serial killer. There's no one I'd rather stalk more.

Except no more late night slinking for me. I'm in The Asylum, committed as a danger to myself and others. They tell me I'm delusional, which they aren't

wrong...except about what.

See, this place is made for supernaturals too dangerous to let roam free. The doctors, the staff, the family members that helped put us here are all in on it, trying

to convince us magic is just another delusion. They plan to keep us here forever--sedated and docile.

Aren't we all just perfect test subjects for inhumane experiments? Well, the doctors think so at least.

Yeah... it's time to bust out of the loony bin. Unfortunately for our zookeepers we're the most dangerous supernaturals there are and we haven't been taking our

medicine.

A genetically modified super alpha wolf monster. An ultra rare basilisk, so venomous he can't leave any skin exposed. My dreamy serial killing vampire therapist.

Oh, and me. A genetic marvel, one of the few dhamphyr to ever exist and probably, just a little... more crazy than most.

Nighty, night Asylum. Don't let the nightmares bite.

Author Note: Full-length STANDALONE! This is a why choose/reverse harem dark paranormal romance where the female lead does not need to choose between

her three male love interests. There are m/m scenes, steam, and mature themes including: violence, language, and etc..



The Doctor (Nashville Neighborhood Book 1)

Author: Nikki Sloane

For years, he was a part of my life. I watched him rush to the hospital countless times, his beautiful surgeon hands racing to save lives.

After all this time, I can’t escape the truth.

I want Dr. Lowe.

Lust chokes each moment we’re together. He promises to fulfill my fantasies—every dirty, naughty desire we can dream up.

Only, I can’t have him.

He’s confident. Experienced. Seductive.

And he’s my ex-boyfriend’s father.

Pound of Flesh

Author: Jessa Kane

Beast saw Beauty. And the hunt was on.

A beast has just kicked down my front door.

He’s massive, scarred, just out of prison and refuses to budge.

Unless I go with him.

He’s made it clear what he wants—my untouched body beneath his giant, damaged one.

If I run, he’ll hunt me down and take it.

But when he slips and shows me his desperation…

I’m no longer sure whether I want to run to him or away from him.

Room 918: Saving Love One Orgasm At A Time

Author: Steven Smith

What does “I Do” mean to you? To Marcellous it means, sacrifice, commitment, dedication, unconditional love, and lust! Janet and Marcellous are a newlywed

couple preparing for their one-year anniversary. Being a great husband is a choice that you have to make repeatedly and for one week it’s the hardest choice that

Marcellous ever had to make!

Savage Ride: A BBW MC Romance (Men of Valor MC)

Author: Cameron Hart

The thick, curvy redhead with bright blue eyes is going to be trouble, I can already tell. 

 

She’s too sweet, too pure, and a reporter to boot. Paige is angling for a story about the dirty cops here in Valor, Wyoming, but she has no idea how far down that 

rabbit hole goes. My brothers at Men of Valor MC and I have dedicated our lives to protecting our town and rooting out corruption in the police department and 

beyond. 

 

When I see Ms. Paige Perkins putting herself in danger by trying to hide at one of our stakeouts, I snap. It’s time the curvy little goddess learns exactly where she 

belongs--beneath me, on top of me, beside me for the rest of our lives. 

 

This month 24 of your favorite short and steamy authors have come together to bring you a new motorcycle romance each day! The Men of Valor are more than 

ex-military bikers – they know what it means to go the distance for love. 

Hop on the back of a bike and hold on tight to your new book boyfriend – it’s gonna be one hell of a ride! 

 

March 1- Shotgun’s (B)Ride by Frankie Love 

March 2-Curvy Ride by Hope Ford 

March 3- Savage Ride by Cameron Hart 

March 4- Knight Ride by Kat Baxter



March 5- Wild Ride by Shaw Hart 

March 8- Rough Ride by Mila Crawford and Aria Cole 

March 9- First Ride by Loni Ree 

March 10- Filthy Ride by Lily Nicole 

March 11- Hard Ride by Tory Baker 

March 12- Thick Ride by Elisa Leigh 

March 15- Let’s Ride by Hope Stone 

March 16-Sweet Ride by Megan Wade 

March 17- Lucky Ride by CM Steele 

March 18- Slow Ride by Mayra Statham 

March 19-Wicked Ride by Lana love 

March 22-Flora Ferrari 

March 23-Ride or Die by Poppy Parkes 

March 24- Virgin Ride by Barbra Campbell 

March 25- Free Ride by Anita Knight 

March 26-Bare Ride by Lena Lucas 

March 29- Ride Me by Fern Fraser 

March 30- Bad Ride by Dani Wyatt 

March 31-Easy Ride by Nichole Rose

Forced Gay Daddy Menages: 10 Explicit Sex Stories:First Time,Straight to Gay,Younger Man Older

Man,Rough Daddy,Twink Mm Mm Age Gay Erotica

Author: Ron Metcalfe

This is yet another extremely explicit, dirty Gay Bdsm Age Gap Mega Bundle of 10 short stories by Ron Metcalfe guaranteed to keep your sissy boy

toes curled and your manhood stiff.

It is a collection of sexy and dark gay daddy domination and submission stories that will surely make you drool inside your pants.

If you are a Gay Submissive and secretly desire for a Daddy to Punish and Dominate you, then go ahead and indulge in this Bdms adventure.

If you are a Gay Alpha Male and secretly desire to erotically torture and master a Gay Bottom or Sub, then also go ahead and indulge in this Bdms adventure.

Enclosed inside this collection are 10 stories of gay twinks getting punished from behind willingly.

His Prize Pupil

Author: Jessa Kane

Alana is desperate to pay her college tuition and she only has one thing to sell—her innocence. The man who buys her for the night has very specific tastes.

Tastes that excite her as much as they confuse her—and she never expected to want to fulfill them so badly. One night beneath a rough, possessive stranger

named Gavin is not enough, but they’re torn apart before finding out one another’s true identities. That problem is solved a week later when Alana is sitting in the

front row of her first college class and in walks her professor—none other than Gavin.

Their passion brings them roaring back together, but Gavin is being considered for a board of directors position at the university. Dating a student would kill his

chances and Alana refuses to cost him the seat. Little does she know Gavin has found something much more important. Her. And he’s never giving her up.

Wicked in Wranglers

Author: BA Tortuga

When Terry DeWitt heads to one of his favorite hole in the wall bars in Vegas, he’s riding high from a great season of bull riding. Which is a huge reason it’s such 

a shock when he runs into Matt Stephenson there, signing autographs on some kind of beefcake calendar. Matt is his one that got away, more like the one who



ran away from all the things Terry wanted to do with him, and while Terry is on top of the world, it looks like Matt has hit rock bottom. 

 

After a life-changing injury ended his bull riding career, Matt did his best to leave that whole world behind and make the best of what he had left. He’s been living

in his truck and making money off his good looks, and when he sees Terry again, he decides one night will be enough to show him what he missed all those

years ago when he was afraid to let Terry love him like they both needed. 

 

One night is never enough, though, and when Terry takes Matt home with him, they have to decide how this new relationship will work, how to get Matt out from

under a bad boss, and just how wicked they can be while still making a life together. 

Peep Show: A Dark Standalone Voyeur Romance

Author: Isabella Starling

Two tortured souls, one twisted love story.

He lives across the street from me. My window looks straight into his bedroom.

At first, I try to look away. But after I see him f*cking, I'm addicted.

The way he does it is primal.

Animalistic.

He gives in to his instincts.

He's a ripped, tall, strong and dominant monster... And I want him.

I can't look away.

He's going to give me something worth watching.

But I don't know if I can leave it at that.

I think soon, I'm going to want the tattooed, dark, muscular stranger all for myself...

USA Today bestselling author Isabella Starling presents a new dark contemporary standalone romance.

Claimed by the Lumberjack: MMF Straight to Gay Bisexual Threesome (Bicurious MMF Erotica)

Author: Eliza Wilder

A straight husband, a curvy wife—and a mountain man to take them both.

He brought us in from the rain, protected us from the storm. Took away our clothes to dry.

We’re stuck in our underwear, and my wife can’t tear her gaze off his bulging muscles.

Neither can I.

He’s powerful and dominant, the embodiment of raw masculinity—everything a straight guy like me shouldn’t be drawn to.

One night of temptation.

One stormy night of passion.

Daddy’s sex Life: Erotic Sex Stories with Taboo Family, Erotic Coupling, Loving Daddy, A week of June, My

Strict Daddy, Daddy and Little Bad Girl and More

Author: Gina H. Greenhaw

Explicit Erotica Short Stories

The Complete Collection of Hot and Dirty, Taboo, Explicit, Forbidden Stories and many More!!!

Buttons and Lace

Author: Penelope Sky

From New York Times Bestselling Author Penelope Sky comes a darkly twisted tale of debt, repayment, and violence. Follow Pearl’s story of betrayal,

damnation, and redemption, as she struggles to overcome her situation and growing feelings for her captor, Crow. 



I owe him a debt.

A big one.

The payment can't be settled with money or favors.

He only wants one thing.

Me.

Every action gets a reward. A button. Once I fill his jar with three hundred and sixty-five buttons, he'll let me go.

He'll let me walk away.

But I have to earn every single one.

By submitting to the darkest, cruelest, and most beautiful man I've ever known.

“5 dark ★★★★★s! Pearl clearly has gone through hell and more... this story is so breathtaking !!!! I am awed by her defiance, gallantry, and great fortitude! As

far as Crow is concerned, under his savageness, there are shreds of compassion and humanity” -Goodreads Reviewer

“Haunting, disturbing, emotionally tormenting and oh so dark! I loved Pearl’s strength and bravery. I got lost in Crow’s complexity and fell in love with the

man behind the mask. Being a fan of the dark, this definitely ticked all the right boxes for me.” -Goodreads Reviewer

“I read A LOT of books and this series will always be my favorite. Crow and Pearl. I fell in love with both of them. Penelope Sky knows how to develop her

characters and does it very well. The story never gets boring. This would make a great mini-series for television!” -Amazon Reviewer



“Good golly, Miss Molly! At first, I was apprehensive about reading this book, but … it is truly a work of art. When I find a book that’s this good I end up staying

awake till 4 in the morning because I just can’t put it away till my hubby makes me. This book makes you a little stronger and gives worth to the reason why you

should never stop fighting for yourself. I would recommend it to anyone.” -Amazon Reviewer

Trigger Warning: Not for the faint of heart.

Rough Ganged: Reverse Harem Age Gap Naughty Virgin Brat (Adult Explicit Woman Short Sex Story) Taboo

MMMF Group

Author: Cherry Blossom

HUGE RELENTLESS MEN DOUBLE FILLINGS.

One Small Untouched Brat

Forced & stretched to fit.

#3 Hard long strong Big Rough men

All ready to touch the Untouched Brat

Topping out is not an option for innocent brat.

Daddy's Fertile Skinny Dip: Forbidden Brat Age Gap Erotica Taboo Older Man Explicit Sex (Daddy's Fertile

Brat Sleepover)

Author: Carleigh Ray

I shouldn't be hanging out alone with her...

Not to mention SKINNY DIPPING with her.

My daughter and all her friends just left for college.

Except for Lola.

Now it's her birthday party and no one's left in town, this mid August day.

Except for me.

I never should've agreed to let her hang out here.

She's the ripest, curviest, sexiest little brat of all my daughter's best friends.

I've always had a forbidden crush on her.

I've hidden it until now.

But how can I hide my excitement when she's staring at my manhood as we splash around together?

Telling me how she wants to GET PREGNANT.

Just don't touch her, I tell myself.

One touch of this fertile little flower is all it will take...

Before I turn into a beast and satisfy my deepest craving.

God forbid that happens...

Because if it does, I'm definitely putting a baby in her.

Daddy's Fertile Skinny Dip is a smutty, romantic age gap erotica short with a sticky sweet HEA.

ENCOUNTERS OF THE DIRTY KIND (40 EROTICA TABOO SEX SHORT STORIES EROTIC ADULT

COLLECTION)

Author: Rachel Rodomon

40 HOT SEX STORIES OF... WELL... HOT SEX, OF COURSE! 

 

That's right -- in this collection you will find steamy tales filled with explicit details, and lewd depictions that leave very little (NOTHING) to the imagination. 



If naughty encounters of older men with younger, inexperienced women gets you going -- take a look inside! 

 

If threesomes, manages and hot gangbangs get you off -- take a look inside! 

 

If seeing women shared and filled has your hands wandering... you get it, take a LOOK INSIDE! 

 

It's all here in this sizzling collection of erotic fun and dirty deeds... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Friday Night 

Her First 

The Untouched Holes 

Bouncing On It 

Learning to Ride 

Taking Control 

BIG PLEASURES 

SHARED AROUND 

Pass the P***Y 

RAILED 

Treat Her Right 

A Public Pounding 

At the Doctor's 

Forgetful 

Jugs Galore 

The MILF Experience 

Younger Lover 

Taboo Treat 

Taken by the Older Man 

Taken by the Family Friend 

HOME ALL ALONE 

BEEFY 

She's Wet, Alright 

BIG BIG BIG 

Lusty Stare 

A Favor for a Favor 

ETC.

Snubbing My Billionaire Boss: A Secret Baby Romantic Comedy: Milestone Mischief #5



Author: Piper James

Have you ever made a decision you thought was for the best, then you realized you were wrong? Like maybe it was the worst choice you’d ever made,

and now you had to clean it up?

Felicia

Yeah. That was what my life looked like less than a year after picking up and moving away from my hometown.

I’d lied. To everyone I loved. My family. My best friends.

My baby-daddy.

Yep. I, Felicia Stone, had run from my hometown of Milestone with my tail between my legs and a bun in the oven without telling a soul I’d gotten myself knocked

up during a one night stand.

Now, I was back, trying to fix my mistakes.

I thought coping with a secret pregnancy far from home was hard, but I quickly realized resisting Marshall Parker was much harder.

Marshall

When I found out what Felicia had been hiding from me, I panicked and said some things I regretted. But one look into my son’s blue eyes, and I was in love.

I made a lot of mistakes with her, but now that she was back in my life, I wanted to fix them all. She thought keeping our relationship strictly platonic and

professional was the right choice, but I had other ideas.

I wanted her. And I was pretty sure that despite her fears, she secretly wanted me, too. Our one night together had been incredible until I went and messed it all

up, and I wanted a do-over.

And I intended to get it.

Snubbing My Billionaire Boss is book #5 in the Milestone Mischief Series. It is a sweet & steamy standalone with no cliffhanger.

Fearless King (Kings of Rittenhouse)

Author: Maya Hughes

My first crush. My first heartbreak. My brother’s best friend.

The butterflies in my stomach turned into full blown eagles the second our lips touched. A kiss under the stars that changed our relationship forever.

After a lifetime of wishing, I stared up into Ford’s eyes with his fingers caressing my cheek and my heart racing.

The evening ended with my heart bleeding on the ballroom floor.

He destroyed my heart two years ago...but now he wants back in my life.

This time I won’t fall under his spell. I’ll resist his sexy, scruffy beard, and panty-melting smirk.

I thought I was over him. Hell, I fully planned to wave to him through my rearview mirror...but with one text, in the middle of the night, I know I'm in over my head.

Ford: I need you.

the love infinite mixtape (the HOUSE mixtapes Book 3)

Author: Alexandria House

fervent.

incontrovertible.

imperishable.

a love infinite

This is a brief collection of erotic scenes which also includes two short stories previously available for free online. If erotic content and short stories are not your

cup of tea, this experience is not for you.

Unlawful Temptations (The Star-Crossed Series Book 1)



Author: Alexandria Lee

Breaking the rules is never without consequence.

And that's what Dominic Reed was to me. A devastating consequence.

It seemed harmless when we met. He needed a nanny, and I needed a job. Badly. I was the only thing keeping food on the table and lights on in our

not-so-happily-ever-after home. Dad split, and Mom was always blitzed out to forget he was gone, and I was all my little sister had left.

I thought working for Dominic Reed would be easy.

I thought very wrong.

It was the exact opposite of easy. In fact, it was impossible when he was my boss and I was his employee, and fate decided it didn't care about professionalism or

boundaries. It didn't care that I was ten years younger. It didn't care that I'd built the entire foundation of my adult life on the fact that love was poison and men

were the devil.

And it certainly didn't care about the wedding band around Dominic's finger either.

No matter how off limits he was to me or how wild and rebellious I was to him, our chemistry was heroin, and it demanded our submission despite how hard we

scrambled to stop it.

And I needed to stop it, because it wasn't just my heart in jeopardy if I fell in love with Dominic Reed.

Apparently, it was my life.

All The Lies (Mindf*ck Series Book 4)

Author: S.T. Abby

To understand the monsters in the world, you have to get inside their heads. It's a dangerous place to be, especially when you start to empathize and lose your

own sense of morality.

But that's never happened to me...

I've never felt conflicted on any case. Right is right and wrong is wrong. It's simple. Black and white. There's no such thing as a gray area.

But fuck this case. I don't even know what side I'm on anymore. I don't understand how this town can continue to function without breaking under the weight of all

the lies they've spun and lived.

Every time I find a shard of truth, my gut twists, my heart beats faster, and I hate this place a little more. Every time I think I've heard the worst, another truth is

dug up from the ashes of more burning lies.

Worst of all, I don't even know who to trust anymore. My head is all messed up.

I pride myself on being impossible to fool.

I'm an expert at knowing when someone is lying to me.

I never believed in being blinded by love...until Lana.

**BE WARNED: Some flashbacks can get intense to readers with a sensitive trigger. Skip the blocks in italics if that's the case.

**Graphic

**Sexual Content

**Language

Taken by the Alpha (Knotted Series Book 2)

Author: Laxmi Hariharan

"One hell of a primal read!" -- USA Today bestselling author Lee Savino 

 

Perfectly broken. Perfectly gorgeous. Perfect to ruin... 

 

Lucy came to assassinate me,



now I must punish her 

I’ve come too far. 

Plotted too long. 

Lost too much, 

to let one woman sweep in and upset all my plans. 

She thinks she can redeem me... Not 

I plan to live up to my reputation as a monster, 

who breaks everything that comes his way. 

Starting with her... 

 

This is book 1 of Zeus and Lucy's story in the emotional and action-packed Knotted Omega Series. 

 

***Dystopian paranormal romance. 

Inside the pages: No cheating. Snarly, tattooed, possessive male who will do anything to claim his soulmate. 1-Click NOW 

 

"An adrenaline rush of a book, loved it!!" -- USA Today bestselling author Rebecca Rivard 

 

Author's note: Wanted by the Alpha, Knotted Omega 0 the prequel to this series is FREE to download from Amazon. Do read that first.

Maleficium: Duo (Devil's Playground Book 2)

Author: Natalie Bennett

Tragic and Twisted Fall Apart…

Ave Satanas worship or perish.

The reckoning has begun.

In the Devil’s Playground morals have vanished, demons run rampant, and the death toll is rising.

The price of freedom looms closer than before, simply crown the king, claim a queen, and make idle work of the damned.

One will perish.

Bounties will be placed.

The devil wants his due, and one little Serpine is exactly who he's been waiting for.

The puppet dances as long as her strings are pulled.

Devil's Playground Reading Order

Periculum

Maleficium

Daemonium

Obscurum

Infernum

Devil's Play: U

Motus: Dark HS

Straight To Gay Footballer Used Older Man Hardcore Sex: Hot Forbidden Forced MM Secret Ménage Taboo

Romance (First Time Filthy Erotica Dirty Daddy's Book 4)

Author: Dick Salaman

Can you keep a secret?

I can because I like everything forbidden and taboo.

A naughty coach filling all holes of,

his straight player with his juicily cream.

Take a peak, Download and enjoy.

Fullfilled Stepmom - Explicit Dirty Bundle Of Erotic Adult Taboo Short Stories

Author: Lowri Conway



What's inside? Find out now!

A collection of stories so naughty, so sinful, so explicit!

Get a taste of the finest erotica now. Pick up your copy today.

Want Me (Extracurricular Activities Book 1)

Author: Neve Wilder

Two roommates. One calculus exam. A whole lot of extracurricular activity.

Living with four other guys, it’s bound to happen.

Every guy’s been caught taking care of business at least once, right?

It shouldn’t be a big deal.

But I don’t know Eric as well as my other roommates, and things are a little awkward now.

He’s a loner. A mystery. Quietly confident. Smart.

Sexy as hell.

I’ve been happily subsisting on the typical frat guy diet of booze and sorority girls.

But the way Eric looked at me that night?

There was something there.

Something that’s got me curious.

Something that’s stirring up feelings I thought I’d left behind for good.

Something that’s making me think I’m not as straight as I thought I was.

I can’t get him off of my mind.

I don’t think I want to.

So when he offers to help me study for a midterm, I take him up on it.

It’s innocent.

Probably. Maybe.

There’s no way I could’ve known what it’d start...

Want Meis a steamy new adult/college roommates-to-lovers gay awakening romance that unfolds across six episodes following Nate and Eric. Now bundled up in

one collection with a bonus episode for a seamless reading experience. It's book one in the Extracurricular Activities series.

Try (Temptation Series Book 1)

Author: Ella Frank

Try – verb: to make an attempt or effort to do something or in this case…someone.

Sex. Logan Mitchell loves it, and ever since he realized his raw sexual appeal at a young age, he has had no problem using it to his advantage. Men and women

alike fall into his bed—after all, Logan is not one to discriminate. He lives by one motto—if something interests you, why not just take a chance and try?

And he wants to try Tate Morrison.

Just coming out of a four-year marriage with an ex-wife from hell, a relationship is the last thing on Tate’s mind. He’s starting fresh and trying to get back on his

feet with a new job at an upscale bar in downtown Chicago.

The only problem is, Tate has caught the unwavering and unwelcome attention of Mr. Logan Mitchell – a regular at the bar and a man who always gets what he

wants.

Night after night Tate fends off the persistent advances of the undeniably charismatic man, but after an explosive moment in the bar, all bets are off as he finds

his body stirring with a different desire than his mind.

As arrogance, stubbornness and sexual tension sizzles between the two, it threatens to change the very course of their lives.

Logan doesn’t do relationships. Tate doesn’t do men. But what would happen if they both just gave in and…tried?



Demeaned by Daddy as He Watches TV (Daddy Fantasies Book 46)

Author: Mr. Dom

The little princess is desperate to own a car before she heads off to college so she can have a way to get home easily on the weekends. The problem is that she

has to ask the man of the house for help on the down payment, and he's a penny-pinching stickler when it comes to money. It's takes all her guts to broach the

subject when he's nestled in his man cave watching TV.

His solution is not what she prepared for, and when she has to use her mouth and her backdoor to satisfy him, this virgin will realize just how fun it can be to be a

woman asking for money!

Lyric & the Heartbeats

Author: Lana Kole

A stubborn omega...

After years of wishing, Lyric’s dream is finally coming true. She’s landed her first tour, when all her life she’s been told to settle and find herself a pack. Now she

can prove that she’s more than her omega designation, more than the perfect mold her mother tried to force her to fit in. All she needs is a band.

Bruised hearts from broken pasts...

After collecting a talented team of musicians, Lyric’s dreams can come true. Living on the road with a band is a lot like having a pack, and fighting her own nature

is hard enough without worrying about why these alphas watch her like circling hawks.

A pack of misfits...

Between four alphas and a beta who are as sweet as they are sinful focusing all of their attention on Lyric, her independent will weakens every day.

By the end of tour, can she break down her prejudices and open up to the five men who would do anything for her?

Scarlet Angel (Mindf*ck Series Book 3)

Author: S.T. Abby

To kill a monster, you have to be twice as monstrous. To love a monster, you have to share your soul...

Logan Bennett makes me want to have a future not tainted by the constant hunger for revenge. Doesn't mean I can stop. Doesn't mean I want to stop. It just

means I want more...one day.

But how do you make a good man love the monster inside you without stripping his soul away as well? He is all the best parts of me right now, resurrecting bits of

my heart I forgot could even exist.

He makes me feel something other than cold.

He also thinks I'm weak and fragile. Something I laugh about to myself, while secretly soaking in all his protectiveness and concern.

If anyone touches him, harms him, or even threatens him, then they should probably run. Because his girlfriend is a little bit crazy. They just don't know it yet.

**BE WARNED: Some of the flashbacks in this one do get a lot more intense and detailed than the ones prior to this book. Anyone with sensitive triggers should

skip the flashbacks.

**Graphic

**Sexual content

**Language

Disciplined By Her Step Dad: A Taboo Forbidden Man of the House Romance (Family Playtime Book 4)

Author: Amie Barnes

Mom said I was getting out of control. But only because I didn’t want to live by her rules. The harder she tried to crack down on me, the funner it was to give her

the finger. She was too judgmental. Everything I did was ‘inappropriate’.

But then she turned my discipline over to my stepdad...



Reasonable Doubt: Full Series (Episodes 1, 2, & 3)

Author: Whitney G.

A New York Times bestseller with over 100,000 copies sold!

My cock has an appetite.

A huge and very particular appetite: Blonde, curvy, and preferably not a fucking liar...(Although, that's a story for another day.) As a high profile lawyer, I don't

have time to waste on relationships, so I fulfill my needs by anonymously chatting and sleeping with women I meet online.

My rules are simple: One dinner. One night. No repeats.

This is only casual sex. Nothing more. Nothing less.

At least it was, until "Alyssa"...She was supposed to be a 27 year old lawyer, a book hoarder, and completely unattractive. She was supposed to be someone I

shared law advice with late at night, someone I could trust with details of my weekly escapades.

But then she came into my firm for an interview--a college-intern interview, and everything fucking changed...

A Scoop of Love: A Sweet Rapids Novella

Author: Té Russ

Former NFL star turned yoga teacher/studio owner Paxton Humphries is glad to be home after traveling for over a year.

His return is made even sweeter when he meets ice cream shop owner, Raegan Wilson.

STIFF (Heavy On The D Book 1)

Author: Stephanie Nicole Norris

Three friends experiencing life’s uncertain changes decide they need relaxation beyond the usual girls’ night out. A friend tells them about, The Den, an upscale

male strip club. They find out the club is a shell of what really lies beneath—and soon, the ladies are venturing into their mind and body’s wildest desires.

This is Asia McClendon's story.

Husky

Author: Jessa Kane

It’s Fashion Week in New York City and Parker is down to the wire to design a men’s look. One problem? None of the slim male models are inspiring her. She

goes in search of inspiration and finds Daws. He’s nothing like the men in the fashion world. He’s huge, he’s thick…he’s husky. And he’s exactly what she needs.

Now to convince the gruff former bodyguard turned bar owner to be her pin cushion for the night…

Daws doesn’t need convincing. The moment Parker sets foot in his bar, he’s a goner. He’ll do anything to be alone with the fresh faced sweetheart, even if it

means walking down a runway in front of a thousand strangers. It’s not long before temptation takes over and Daws shows Parker that big men do it better. But

can he fit into her perfect world permanently? Or will they have to exist on the memories of their one explosive night?

Daddy Drinks Me on an Empty Train (Superman Daddy)

Author: Hayden Ash

She's a SPOILED, LITTLE BRAT alone on the subway train for the first time, with her other INEXPERIENCED YOUNGER FEMALE friends.

With no OLDER ALPHA MALES around, they'll have to fantasize about their TABOO AGE GAP desires.

That is until one appears.

THE MAN OF THE HOUSE will enjoy FEEDING and ROUGHING her on an empty train...



Dirty Daddies PRIDE

Author: Nora Phoenix

Dirty Daddies presents PRIDE

Love is Love and romance comes in all shapes, sizes, and pairings. So do Daddies.

Eleven authors. Eleven brand new stories. Eleven Dominants that prove being a Daddy is about more than just your gender identity or who you desire. They have

the attitude, the need to protect and provide, and a certain someone they can't wait to make their own.

With stories from some of the top authors in the genre and pairings of MM, FF and MMF, Dirty Daddies Pride is sure to put a smile on your face, a spring in your

step, and rainbow-colored-stars in your eyes!

The Daddies are waiting. Get your copy today!

Anthology includes the following stories:

Dirty Hand (MM) by Nora Phoenix

Sculptures and Snuggles (MM) by Della Cain

Butcher’s Babygirl (trans FF) by Siobhan Smile

Van: Dr. Richards' Littles® #32 (MMF) by Pepper North

Dirty Deed (MM) by Gianni Holmes

Daddy, At Your Service (FF) by Eden Bradley

A Leap of Faith (MM) by M.A. Innes

Daddy’s Rent Boy (MM) by Chara Croft

Slippery When Wet (MM) by Morticia Knight

Daddy Abroad (MM) by P.D. Carter

Secrets and Princess Dresses (MMF) by Jamie Merrick

Orange: A Ganton Hills Short

Author: Aubree Pynn

Kiona has always been the spark to Rodrick’s flame. One misstep on their beaten path of attraction is threatening to send Rodrick spiraling out of control. Can the

power Kiona possesses prevent what could be a natural disaster?

You Are Mine (The Lycans, 2)

Author: Jenika Snow

*A top 100 Amazon bestseller.* 

 

Luca I'd lost my mind, was more animal than man. More crazed than sane. And all because I hadn't found my mate, that one female born to be mine and mine 

alone. 

 

As an over four-hundred-year-old Lycan, a supernatural being who was able to shift from human to my inner wolf, my kind was known as fearsome beasts with 

unimaginable power. All feared us, and rightfully so. 

 

I had given up hope of ever finding my mate and because of that had let my inner beast reign supreme, control me. I was far more rabid than anything else. 

 

But then it happened. I saw her, my halfling mate. Part Lycan. Part vampire. She was perfect and made just for me.



 

I craved her like no other, and I'd have her as mine no matter what. 

 

For there was nothing more dangerous than a male of the Otherworld finding his mate and keeping her close. 

 

But she had protectors, brothers and a father who saw me for the beast I was, and were ready to go to war with me... to keep her from me. 

 

I'd been waiting my entire life for her, and they'd soon realize I'd level anything and anyone who thought to stand in the way of claiming my prize, no matter the

consequences or repercussions.

Disciplined Wives: SPANKING EROTICA: Bare Bottom Spanking and Erotic Humiliation Story about a Wife

Who is Punished by Her Husband and a Police Officer in Public

Author: Autumn Ash

5,000+ words of EROTIC SPANKING, PUBLIC HUMILIATION, ROUGH SEX, AND HOT PUNISHMENT!

In this dirty and taboo story, a naughty wife is caught speeding. She's pulled over by a police officer who strikes a deal with her husband. Her husband and the

officer decide that instead of a speeding ticket a more appropriate punishment would be some old-fashioned discipline.

The bratty wife will never speed again after being spanked, punished, and humiliated in public by TWO MEN. She will receive multiple hardcore spankings in

various positions, will be forced to expose and humiliate herself with public nudity and embarrassing positions, and will be stretched out and filled up in both

holes by two men at once.

By the end of her punishment, this naughty wife will never look at a steering wheel the same way again ...

This hot story involves erotic humiliation, exhibitionism, spanking, domestic discipline, free-use, maledom, mmf threesomes, figging, plugging, rough

sex, BDSM, and more! If you like reading about hot brats being put in their place and punished by dominant men then this is the story for you.

Perfect for spankos who enjoy reading scenes of traditional bare bottom spanking, intense spanking, switching, figging, corporal punishment, and domestic

discipline, as well as those into ENF, CMNF, public nudity, embarrassment, exhibitionism, erotic humiliation, free-use, mfm or mmf scenes, ganging, maledom,

sharing, and BDSM.

Note that all characters in this story are over 18 years old and not related, and all acts described are consensual.

My Best Friend's Ex (The Binghamton Series Book 2)

Author: Meghan Quinn

My Best Friend's Ex is a small town, roommates to lovers romance that can be read as a standalone romantic comedy. See why readers are falling in love with

these blue collar heroes.

When I found an eviction notice taped on my apartment door, I had two options: find a comfortable cardboard box to call home, or move in with Tucker Jameson.

Seeing that cardboard makes me feel itchy, I chose the latter. Which shouldn't be that big of a deal since Tucker is one of my good friends. And because he's still

pining after his ex-girlfriend and I'm trying to finish my nursing degree, there is nothing to worry about in the romance department, making my last semester an

easy one to conquer.

Boy, was I wrong.

Rules are set, dinners are made, conversations are had, and a shirtless, swoony roommate walks around in nothing but a pair of black briefs, ruining me for every

other man.

Before I know it, I turn into a panting, lust-filled woman begging for Tucker to kiss me, touch me, and show me exactly what is hiding under those briefs.

But with great orgasms, comes great consequences.

Tucker might be my friend and roommate but he’s also my best friend's ex-boyfriend, making him completely off-limits. At least that's what my brain is telling me,

my heart is speaking an entirely different language.

*** This is a full length novel , 100,000 words, with a happily ever after, no cliffhanger, no cheating, and full of heart, humor and, steamy heat. ***



A TOUCH OF INC*ST-Hottest Dirty Explicit Sex Tales: Series of Taboo sex stories (book 17) (Taboo sex

stories Series 2)

Author: Raymond Mary

A filthy bundle of HOT sweltering and forbidden erotica stories that will rock your night over and over again.

Indulge your filthy mind with each fertile tale, guaranteed to get your heart pumping and your hands wandering..

Daddy Goes Deep While I Sleep (Superman Daddy)

Author: Hayden Ash

She's a SPOILED LITTLE BRAT whose mother has charged her with taking care of the needs of THE MAN OF THE HOUSE.

But when Mommy is away, this OLDER ALPHA MALE/ INEXPERIENCED YOUNGER WOMAN pair will play.

What happens in this FIRST TIMERS bed might shock you!

Ashes of Chaos (Legacy of the Nine Realms Book 2)

Author: Amelia Hutchins

Creating a new House of Magic is hard work. Aria knew she had a tall task ahead of her, cleaning up the mess her family had made in the Nine Realms, but

nothing could have prepared her for the horrors that awaited within the Nine Realms.

Dark magic has taken hold of the lands as Aria finds herself in the middle of an ongoing war while playing cat and mouse with Knox, who hunts her relentlessly.

To make matters worse, Aria's creature has grown impatient and is doing everything she can to get back to the monster within Knox, even knowing that Aria's

heart is on the line.

How far will Aria go to protect those she loves from Knox's wrath? How long can she evade the man stalking her every waking hour as her body and mind fight

against the growing need for him to claim her? Can she break the curse that has plagued the Hecate bloodline for over 500 years while protecting her heart?

Maybe the answers lie with the mysterious silver-haired men that have come to Aria's aid, or perhaps they are just like everyone else wanting to kill or claim her,

realizing she is the key to winning the war. Aria intends to bring the Nine Realms and the male stalking her to their knees in this fast-paced, action-packed, and

sexy epic fantasy adventure.

Action packed epic fantasy that will leave you breathless, and cheering on the underdog.

DARK MCKENNA: A Billionaire Dark Romance (SHADES OF LOVE SERIES Book 1)

Author: Shayne Ford

Pretty Woman meets Fifty Shades with an even broodier, more captivating Billionaire. 

She doesn't believe in love. He doesn't believe in second chances. 

 

When Vivian Mason, a college freshman who has no family left and struggles to survive, runs into a broody, handsome man one November night while fighting a 

cold rain on the streets of Manhattan, she has no idea who he is. 

 

A man of a few words, a body made of steel and eyes brimming with fire, the mysterious stranger saves her life more than once. 

Soft and delicate and a moving target, she falls for the broad-shouldered man, although his identity remains a secret to her. 

 

Fate pulls him away from her before one morning, she finds herself and her best friend in the boardroom of a multi-billion corporation, waiting for the company's 

owner to commence his speech when the door opens, and a tall, dark-haired man wearing a high-end suit walks in. 

 

She stares at his back for a few moments before he slowly turns, and then her heart stops. 

 

NOTE: 

The enigmatic male lead makes an appearance in Golden Heir Series. 

Spoilers of Shade's story (the lead man in the Golden Heir Series) are present in the Shades of Love Series.



This book ends in a CLIFFHANGER. 

Three books in this series. All available.

My French Tutor: A Harem Adventure (They're Out of My League Book 2)

Author: Rex Sterling

When a young man’s desires burn as hot as an endless Chicago Summer…

Jack may have landed the girl of his dreams, but his dreams just got a little bigger. When the stunning French goddess, Lolly Lyon, makes him an offer he can’t

refuse, Jack must convince his sizzling-hot, raven-haired girlfriend, Becca Lane to go all in on a three-way date.

But Jack’s got his work cut out for him when Becca’s big sisters, busty MILF Natalie and curvy heartbreaker Misha, provide ample distractions that keep Jack

more than occupied.

Jack’s quest for three-way greatness gets an assist from Misha when she convinces Becca to make nice with the sizzling hot French seductress. And during

a hot summer night at Jack’s grandfather’s spacious big-city townhouse, the old man imparts his wisdom, telling Jack how to seal the deal.

When Jack convinces Becca and Lolly to go on a surprise date, sparks fly igniting the hot summer night with a three-way inferno Jack will never forget.

My French Tutor is the second installment in a series that follows introverted Jack Donovan on his journey from an inexperienced college boy to the alpha male of

a pack of dream girls.

18+ Only!

How Not to Fall (The Belhaven Series Book 1)

Author: Emily Foster

An “extremely intelligent, witty, nerdy, and oh-my-god over-the-top sexy” debut novel—first in a New Adult romance series (Fresh Fiction).

Data, research, scientific formulae—Annabelle Coffey is completely at ease with all of them. Men, not so much. But that’s all going to change after she asks Dr.

Charles Douglas, the postdoctoral fellow in her lab, to have sex with her. Charles is not only beautiful, he is also adorably awkward, British, brilliant, and nice.

What are the odds he’d turn her down?

Very high, as it happens. Something to do with that whole student/teacher/ethics thing. But in a few weeks, Annie will graduate. As soon as she does, the unlikely

friendship that’s developing between them can turn physical—just until Annie leaves for graduate school. Yet nothing could have prepared either Annie or Charles

for chemistry like this, or for what happens when a simple exercise in mutual pleasure turns into something as exhilarating and infernally complicated as love.

“The smart characters and Annie’s earnestness as a heroine are so refreshing.” —Smart Bitches, Trashy Books

Explicit Erotica Sex Stories: A Collection of 110+ Adult, Forbidden, Taboo and Bedtime Erotic Short Stories

Author: Natalie T. Shaw

Explicit Erotica Sex Stories 110+ Forbidden, Bedtime and Adult Taboo Erotic Short Stories Collection

Where Bad Girls Go to Fall: A Best Friend's Brother Romance (The Good Girls Series Book 2)

Author: Holly Renee



From the author of Where Good Girls Go to Die, comes the second book of the Good Girls Series that readers are calling "everything you could

possibly want and need in a romance novel that sucks you in cover to cover." -Enamored Reads

Nothing good came from listening to my heart.

It was careless and irrational and became way too invested when I read a romance novel.

So I put her under lock and key.

I only had a few rules, and I always stuck with them.

1. Never get attached.

2. Always run before the feels become contagious.

3. No matter what, under no circumstances, never fall in love.

He was a playboy who ran by the same set of rules.

What we had together was fun, it was hot, and it was temporary.

Until he screwed everything up.

We were never meant to be each other's happily ever after, but the harder I tried to push him away, the further I fell.

Erotic Romance Steamy Adult-Women Novel: With Explicit Sex: Dark Forbidden Age-Gap Friends To Enemy

Rough Love Stories (Big Sexy Mountain Man & Virgin Pregnancy Filthy Collection Book 4)

Author: Lilly Kelly

A collection of HOT, STEAMY romance novel, novellas and short stories starring hot firefighters who love to protect their property, dark stalkers, and dominant

bosses who loves to be in control.

Beautiful Bastard (The Beautiful Series Book 1)

Author: Christina Lauren

NYT and USA TODAY BESTSELLER

An ambitious intern. A perfectionist executive. And a whole lot of name calling. 

Whip-smart, hardworking, and on her way to an MBA, Chloe Mills has only one problem: her boss, Bennett Ryan. He's exacting, blunt, inconsiderate--and

completely irresistible. A Beautiful Bastard.

Bennett has returned to Chicago from France to take a vital role in his family's massive media business. He never expected that the assistant who'd been helping

him from abroad was the gorgeous, innocently provocative--completely infuriating--creature he now has to see every day. Despite the rumors, he's never been

one for a workplace hookup. But Chloe's so tempting he's willing to bend the rules--or outright smash them--if it means he can have her. All over the office. 

As their appetites for one another increase to a breaking point, Bennett and Chloe must decide exactly what they're willing to lose in order to win each other.

 

Originally only available online as The Office by tby789--and garnering over 2 million reads on fanfiction sites--Beautiful Bastard has been extensively updated for

re-release.
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